THE SCALAR WAVE ENERGY HEALING
AND REGENERATION
A Field-Matrix Chamber to Actualize Full Spectrum
Health and Consciousness

'My sleep is much better. My meditation
is much deeper. My skin is more radiant!
There's clarity, alignment, strength, focus
& incredible joy!"
-Actress Linda Gray of TV's Dallas

By Lilli Botchis Ph.D.
Scalar fields have always existed. They are well known in astrophysics, geology, and
hydrodynamics. A Scalar field is known as a fifth-dimensional
non-linear field. Third
dimensional laws of nature do not bind it. Scalar fields exist out of relative time and space,
thus they do not decay over time or distance from their source. Thus scalar fields function in a self-referral and self-generating manner. They are unbounded and capable of
passing through solid matter.
Quantum mechanical analysis of biological processes has revealed that biological systems are of a non-linear nature. When the human body enters a scalar field, the electromagnetic field of the individual becomes excited. This catalyzes the mind/body complex
to return to a more optimal state that is representative of its original, natural, electrical
matrix form.
Every cell in the human body when functioning at its maximum health potential ranges
between 70-90 millivolts. Dis-ease and aging occurs when the cellular energy
depreciates to levels below this range (e.g., cancer cells are low energy cells of 15-20
millivolts).

Put a system around your bed!
GDV Bioelectrography

Beograms

"The GDV beograms before and after treatment
with the Energy Enhancement System ™ show
significant, positive changes in the bio-energetic
field." -Dr. Sabina DeVita, GDV Trainer

The human body has crystalline structures in every cell wall that are capable of holding a
charge. Scalar fields are self-contained fifth-dimensional fields that spin on a fixed axis.
Non-linear fields propagate throughout the body via the crystalline lattices of the elaborate collagen network. The shape of scalar fields is reminiscent of the multiple helical
structure of DNA as it folds in on itself. Quantum Mechanical models describe subatomic
particles that can store and carry biological information along helical macromolecules like
DNA. This indicates that scalar energy is capable of imprinting itself in the DNA.
This presents a paradigm shift towards a new nonlinear regulatory network in the body
with properties best described by quantum physics.
The HHFe Scalar Technology, Energy Enhancement System, ™ produces zero point
energy that is clinically proven to boost human cell regeneration, immune functions and
neurotransmitter functions. Research conducted at the Max Planck Institute of Germany
indicates that microorganisms exposed to scalar fields have increased activity of the
RAD-6 gene, which codes for proteins involved in DNA repair. Scalar fields facilitate a bidirectional communication between the nervous and immune system as well as increase
whole brain hemispheric functioning.

Scalar Energy Benefits:
Eliminate and nullify effects of negative man made frequencies in the body
Increase covalent level of hydrogen atoms that hold DNA together
Optimizing cellular energy levels to 70-90 millivolts
Improve cell wall permeability maximizing nutrient uptake and cellular detoxification
Improves immune function 149% proven lab studies
Increased amplitude of EEG frequencies = mental focus
Balances two hemispheres of the brain = super learning
Inhibits uptake of noradrenaline by PC12 nerve cells works as an antidepressant
Stimulates the regenerative processes and DNA repair
Anti-aging processes and maintenance due to unbounded relative time/space
biological functioning
Entrains the physiology to gain self-referral regenerative healing functions
Increase creative intelligence and coherence physically, mentally, emotionally,
spiritually, and psychically
Catalyze heightened states of awareness and creativity
Effects are cumulative
Potential is unlimited due to the innate nature of this technology

Before

After

Above Left: Notice the front view; uneven and
opened areas near the face, neck, breasts. Blood
circulation is problematic.
Above Right: Notice the changes in the field after
time in the Energy System. The field is more symmetrical and together. The Life Force has more
fluidity.

"Scalar fields have a potential for increasing
energy and reversing aging. They increase
the connection between that universal energy which is limitless, without time and space,
and your awareness of it. to use it in order to
manifest whatever you want to manifest,
whether it's health, wealth, or happiness."
-Dr. Victor A. Marcial-Vega, M.D., John
Hopkins Research Physician, Oncology
"My body, mind and soul were instantly in
LOVEr -Dortheo argo, CA
"It's the first time I ever wanted to hug
-Doug Ivanovich, NBA Keynote
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It completely took away the pain! I wanted to
share this with everyone!" -v. Lasseter, CA
Call for more info:
(HI) 808-884-5644
(eA) 760-369-9636
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The Energy Enhancement System ™ Technology has already been presented at
numerous National and International medical, scientific, and many other health
conferences including the American Academy for Anti-Aging Medicine and the
Radiation Oncology Committee Meeting.
Dr. Victor Marcial-Vega, M.D., John
Hopkins research physician, Professor of Oncology, has testified before Congress,
and spearheaded clinical studies and research into this Energy Enhancement
Technology.
Dr. Marcial-Vega and others have documented the following:
~ elimination of detrimental fields including 60 cycle fields, radiation,
and microwaves
~ improvement of blood profiles proven by high resolution blood imaging and
other tests
~ detoxification, deep relaxation
~ extraordinarily rapid post surgical healing
~ vision improvement including retinal reattachment and eyesight restored
~ relief from severe pain even in cases of metastasized cancers
~ significantly increased energy and mental clarity with many other instances
of enhanced health and well being
~ major benefits to diabetics

The Jockey Club
4 Unit EES in Miami, Florida

The conclusion from Dr. Marcial-Vega's study was: "It is my opinion that
this is a powerful energy enhancer. It promotes a very deep state of ultimate relaxation, if we allow it, from which any type of healing can occur."
A celebrity sportscaster, star player of San Francisco 49'er football and pro-golf
fame, has been using the technoloqy to assist in his recovery from a stroke. He
was so impressed with the system that he had one installed around his bed.
The system, capable of emulating the energy transmitted in hands-on healing, was
designed and developed by Sandra Rose/Michael over a period of 12 years, culminating in a multi-computer system generating extraordinarily bio-active life
enhancing fields including scalar fields. These fields allow cellular regeneration
and create right-left brain synchronization as proven with EEG testing. Sandra
Rose/Michael, listed in the international Who's Who, a recognized Kahuna healer
has taught holistic health worldwide for nearly 30 years and has recently returned
from meeting with the heads of the Chinese government.
She was featured on
nationwide television in China where they plan to use her technology in clinics, and
for the Olympics because of its ability to enhance performance and speed recovery from injury or stress.

The Spine Institute
8 Unit EES in Palm Desert, California

Renowned scientist, Dr. S.K. Lee who holds medical and pharmaceutical patents,
has presented the Energy Enhancement System ™ to the deans of the universities, biophysicists, professors of medicine and heads of academic sciences in
Korea with multiple installations there.

Dr. DeBoer of the Spine Institute, highly respected in the Palm Springs,
California area says "The Energy Enhancement Sysiemt" is a new technology that generates a therapeutic energy field that can raise the energy
level of every cell in the body to its optimum level (70 to 90 millivolts), within a two hour therapy session. This is the most extraordinary technology
I have seen in twenty years of practice as an Alternative Health Care
Doctor. The results which have been obtained with this therapy are quite
frankly miraculous!" (Dr. DeBoer & Sandra Rose Michael were featured
guests November 13, 2003 on the television show "The Talking Stick.")
The Energy Enhancement System ™ has been featured on the "Beauty Show"
which is to be airing as part of the In-Flight entertainment on all major airlines in
the US and around the world. This show has recently been picked-up by Turner
Broadcasting with plans to deliver the show to millions of homes on their cable television stations. Additionally, a new show called "Healthy Living" hosted by Linda
Gray of television's Dallas fame will also be featuring the technology.

4 Unit EES for charging products

Effect of the Energy Enhancement System"

Before
CA: 760-369-9636

After
HI: 808-884-5644
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